
WHEN HIS EYES OPENED 

Chapter 2250 

 

The woman in black put on the mask and scarf, and left without looking 

back. 

Emilio clenched his fists when he saw her walking away. 

Even a fugitive female criminal doesn’t take him seriously, let alone 

others. 

He sat down on an outdoor bench in the park, smoking a cigarette alone. 

After a while, the bodyguard bought a long down jacket and handed it to 

him. 

“Master, where’s Sasha Johnstone?” The bodyguard asked aloud. 

“She’s gone. She said she didn’t talk to me, she wanted to talk to my 

dad.” Emilio was so angry now that he didn’t feel cold at all. 

The bodyguard sat down beside Emilio and comforted: “Master, don’t be 

angry. This Sasha Johnstone is not even afraid of Elliot and Avery. It’s 

normal for her not to take you seriously. You don’t need to be angry with 

such a person.” 

Emilio: “I was thinking, if Elliot were me, Elliot would definitely have a 

way to deal with her. Unlike me, I can only passively go back to my dad 

to come forward.” 

“Elliot is so powerful, how could he be played around by Margaret? You 

don’t have to think Elliot too much.” The bodyguard continued to 

comfort, “Since Sasha Johnstone has to talk to your father, you can go 

back and talk to him. Your father shouldn’t be angry. After all, this 

opportunity is enough to make the Jones family proud!” 
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After Emilio finished smoking, his mood calmed down a little. 

Why should he be angry with a female criminal? 

When Emilio returned home, his father was talking on the phone. 

Emilio didn’t know who his father was talking to on the phone, but 

looking at the expression on his face, he was in a good mood. 

“You don’t have to be afraid of Avery! Next time Avery finds you, you 

ask her to come to me! I promise to make her shut up!” Travis smiled 

smugly, “My project will definitely advance smoothly. When the time 

comes, your benefits will be indispensable! Just let Avery come to me! 

Hahaha!” 

When Travis said this, his eyes fell on Emilio. 

Seeing Emilio’s dejected look, the smile on Travis’s face lightened a bit. 

After hanging up the phone, Travis walked to his son. 

Emilio immediately reported the situation: “Dad, Sasha Johnstone 

doesn’t believe me. She only wants to talk to you.” 

Travis sat down on the sofa,and asked, “Did she say anything else 

besides saying she had to talk to me?” 

Emilio: “She said that she did a full face plastic surgery to escape Elliot 

and Avery’s revenge.” 
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“Dad, I’m going to make an appointment with Sasha Johnstone.” Emilio 

took out his mobile phone and went to call Sasha Johnstone. 

Aryadelle. 
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It was late night. 

Today, Elliot’s friends came to visit Elliot at home during the day, and 

they were not sent away until 9:00 p.m. 

After a busy day, Avery was already sleepy. 

When she was about to go to bed after taking a shower, she turned on 

her phone and saw a message from the leader of the March Medical 

Prize Organizing Committee. 

The other party told her that after a few days of serious thinking and 

discussion, they could recover Margaret’s trophy and revoke Margaret’s 

honor, but they could not clarify to the public that the resurrection 

technique was fake. 

Because Margaret’s awards and honors were withdrawn, everyone might 

think that the reason was Margaret. 

As long as the public did not question the gold content of the March 

Medical Award, it was the best way to let Margaret suffer criticism. 

Avery was stunned and shocked when she saw the message the other 

party sent. 

she suspected that she had read it wrong, so she went to the bathroom 

to wash her face again. 

After that, she was sure that she was not mistaken, so she called the 

other party. 

They argued. 

Mainly, Avery reprimanded the other party, and the other party always 

stated that he had difficulties and could not do anything about it. 



At the end of the call, the other party begged Avery to give him a few 

more days of grace to see if there were other solutions. 

After the phone call, the other party called Travis. 

After that, the other party sent Avery a message according to what 

Travis said, asking Avery to find Travis, and by the way, he attached 

Travis’s number to the message. 

Avery woke up at 11:00 p.m., saw the message on the phone, looked at 

Travis’s name and number, and rubbed her eyes. 

The March Medical Prize did not solve the problem she said, and asked 

her to find Travis… Could it be that Travis is behind the March Medical 

Prize? 

Because of this problem, Avery couldn’t fall asleep. 

After lying on the bed for a while with her eyes open, she quietly got out 

of bed with her mobile phone and left the bedroom. 

 


